
Water Play Activities for Kids Adapted from an article at https://blogs.brighthorizons.com 

Toy Car Wash: Simply fill up a sensory table, bucket, or tub with water, bubbles and lots of plastic toy cars and let your 
child’s imagination run wild. Additionally, you can include toothbrushes, wash cloths and spray bottles to add to the fun. A 
hidden benefit is that kids can give their toys a much-needed cleaning. 
 

 
 

Iceberg Toy Rescue: Place your kids’ small plastic toy animals (or other items) in an ice cube tray, add water, and freeze 
overnight. Bring them out on a hot day and enjoy watching your child rescue their toys from the iceberg. 

 
 

Water Balloon Fishing: There are so many exciting and fun water balloon activities out there. I like this one for my toddler 
because it improves motor skill development. The metal strainer is a great idea but I also can see the opportunity 
for experimentation by having kids try different size spoons, cups, ladles, and even spatulas. 
 

 
 

Water Relay Race: This water play activity is simple, clever and great for a group. You could have kids walk with a bowl of 
water on their heads to the end bucket or hold the water in the cup while twirling or navigating obstacles on a course. 
There are so many opportunities with this one! 
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Kiddie Pool Ball Pit: This is another simple one that I could see my toddler loving for hours. I don’t know why I never 
thought of using the millions of “ball pit” balls in the tub or a kiddie pool. It’s a great use for them in the summer! 
 

 
 

Water Wall: There are a million ideas on Pinterest for kid water walls that frankly scare me. The directions always show 

some sort of PVC tubes, drills, and complicated engineering. Maybe my husband can build a fancy one for the kids. But 
I’m sticking to this one I found that uses pool noodles, plastic bottles, funnels and plastic tie wraps. That’s about my 
speed. 

 
 

Water Target Range: The last thing my toddler needs is to have access to a squirt gun (he already pretends everything is 
a weapon). But I like this idea so I would replace the water gun with a squirt bottle or hose with a multiple-settings 
sprinkler head. The kids could even experiment to see which setting knocks the cups down fastest. 
 

 
 

Potions Lab: With just a few household items (recycled bottles, water, food coloring, and funnels) you can create a fun 
science lab in your backyard. How fun is this! 
 

 
 

 
BONUS – DIY Water Slide: My daughter created this one last summer. Simply put the garden hose at the top of your 
playset slide and “Voila!” – DIY water park in your backyard. Just be sure the hose is on low and that there is a good 
landing pad at the bottom of the slide. 
Those are my picks for this summer’s water play activities for kids. What are some of your favorites? 
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